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Abstract
Convolutional Neural Network is arguably the most popular deep learning architecture that is one of the most attractive area of research since it has various applications including face detection and recognition. The cascaded CNN operates at multiple resolution and rejects the background regions in the fast low resolution stages. By considering that advantage, we carry out the study on accuracy of cascaded CNN for face detection applications. The key point for our study is to analysing and improving the accuracy of cascaded CNN by applying simulations of algorithm where by we used Google's Tensorflow GPU as deep learning framework.

1. Introduction
Neural networks concepts is a generic name for a large class of machine learning algorithms, including; hopefield networks, fully connected neural networks, convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural networks, long short term neural networks and so on, which is mostly trained with an algorithm known as back-propagation as mentioned in [1]. In the late eighties the denomination in neural networks and machine learning in general was fully connected neural networks and they have a large number of parameters or weights. By contrast, the convolutional neural networks which could be considered essentially a not fully connected neural nets which means that each neuron is connected to only a few neurons in the previous layer and neurons share weights. Thus, such kind of networks have proven successfully especially in the field of computer vision as well as natural language processing. The success of convolutional neural networks was the main reason why neural networks which recently called deep learning has become a hot topic for researches in the past 6 years.

Particularly, since their introduction by LeCun et al in the early 1990’s, Convolutional Network or convnets have demonstrated excellent performance at tasks such as face detection and hand-written digit classification [2, 3]. The convnets are made up of neurons that have learnable weights and biases. Convnet architectures make the explicit assumption that the inputs are images, which allows us to encode certain properties into the architecture. These play the role of making the function more efficient to implement and widely reduce the amount of parameters in the network [4] which is one of the key point of determining the accuracy of cascaded CNN for face detection. Following the emerging trend of exploring deep learning for face detection, in this paper, we present the method used to determine the accuracy of cascaded CNN for face detection by extending the previous study done on CNN cascade for face detection algorithm [5].

2. Related works
many researches prove that CNN is go-to model on image related fields whereby in terms of accuracy they blow ideas out of the water. The main advantage of CNN compared to its antecedent researches is that it automatically detects the important features without any human interaction. The detection approach can be considered as a special type of object detection task in computer vision. Researchers thus have attempted to
tackle face detection by exploring some successful deep learning techniques for generic object detection tasks [9]. One of very important and highly successful framework for generic object detection is the region-based CNN (RCNN) method [9, 10], which is a kind of CNN extension for solving the object detection tasks. A variety of recent advances for face detection often follow this line of research by extending the RCNN and its improved variants.

3. Proposed algorithm

In this paper, we present our contribution of the idea in [11] where we focus on determining the accuracy of the cascaded CNN while detecting the face. Compared to the previous handcrafted features, CNN can automatically learn features to capture complex visual variations by leveraging a large amount of training data and its testing phase can be easily parallelized on GPU core for acceleration [11, 12]. The GPU uses NVIDIA GeForce 1080Ti, and the image size is set to 100.

For training process, joint training architecture known as FaceCraft is used [12, 13] to train the network at once. During training, the network takes an image of size 48 × 48 as input, and outputs one joint loss of three branches. The three branches are called x12, x24, x48 respectively, corresponding to the input size of each network.

![Fig. 1] CNN Used for Face Detection

From Fig. 1 shown above, the cascaded CNN method for face detection has more advantages in efficiency than traditional cascade, where by different stages in the cascade can be jointly trained to achieve better performance.

Table 1 is a description of some CNN Parameters used to increase accuracy in 12-net, 24-net and 48-net.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>12-net</th>
<th>24-net</th>
<th>48-net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input channels</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch size</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Cascaded CNN concept and structure

Practically, Cascaded CNN can have varied settings for accuracy computation trade off [13]. Mainly, the cascaded CNN for face detection contains three stages. In each stage, one detection network and one calibration network is applied [13]. There are six CNNs in total that including 3 CNNs for face vs non-face binary classification and 3 CNNs for bounding box calibration [14]. In this case training process is quiet complicated but training samples are carefully prepared for all stages and optimize each and every network. These CNNs analyzed based on AlexNet to apply ReLU non-linearity function after the pooling layer and fully-connected layer [17], and also drop-out before classification or regression layer.

Non Maximum Suppression (NMS) was applied to reject the highly overlapped boxes.

3.2 Dataset

In training by using cascaded CNN algorithm, our dataset called 3R. 3R contains about 26000 images that have faces and 27000 images that have no faces. 3R is collected from online social network, the image on which is a reflection of the real world images in everyday life. To add negative samples, we also use images in PASCAL VOC2012 [4] that do not contain persons as background image. In total, the dataset contain 47211 images with 82987 faces and about 32000 background images.

4. Experimental results

In this study, we carry out experimental results on face detection dataset to determine the accuracy of cascaded CNN based algorithm as shown in Table 2.
(Table 2) Cascade CNN-based algorithm accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>epoch</th>
<th>iteration</th>
<th>High Accuracy calculated(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-net</td>
<td>from 0-9</td>
<td>3000/10000</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000/10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9000/10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-net</td>
<td>from 0-9</td>
<td>3000/10000</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000/10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9000/10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48-net</td>
<td>from 0-9</td>
<td>3000/10000</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6000/10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9000/10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For joint loss, each branch has face vs non-face detection classificational loss and a bounding-box regressional loss. By adding the two with loss weights we get the joint loss function as illustrated below:

$$L_{\text{joint}} = \lambda_1 L_{x12} + \lambda_2 L_{x24} + \lambda_3 L_{x48},$$

Where $L_{x12}$, $L_{x24}$ and $L_{x48}$ are different losses of three branches and $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$, and $\lambda_3$ are loss weights of the three branches.

As the results, the accuracy is calculated in the training image process where from 12-net to 48-net, the results of accuracy increases from 75% of 12-net to 87% of 48-net. The main factor that increases the accuracy is learning frequency and dropout regularization. Based on the results from Table 2 the accuracy of cascaded CNN based methods for face detection have always been accused of its runtime efficiency. Recent CNN algorithms are getting faster on high-end GPUs. However, in most practical applications, especially mobile applications, they are not fast enough.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the study on cascaded CNN accuracy for face detection. By applying joint training method, the accuracy of cascaded CNN is evaluated and the results can be used for future researches of face detection applications.
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